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Abstract

Emerging advanced capabilities of information technology provide strategic opportunities
for new intelligent distributed services on the power grid. HOMEBOTS is the name we have
coined for one of these innovative services: decentralized power load management at the
customer side, automatically carried out by a ‘society’ of intelligent household, industrial
and utility equipment. We show how this application can be modeled in terms of independent
intelligent agents that communicate and negotiate in a computational market economy, with
the joint goal of achieving cost and energy savings. Various simulation results proving the
feasibility of the concept are presented.
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1 Introduction

Two-way communication and distributed computational power is becoming cheaper and cheaper.
Therefore, performing load management at the household level is already economically feasible for
specific regions and it will become feasible for increasingly large regions. However, for reasons
of flexibility and efficiency, methods and techniques are needed that can cope with extremely
large numbers of loads functioning in decentralized and unpredictable situations, both from the
operational and the installation/maintenance points of view. In this paper we present a novel
approach that satisfies these demands. We will present our approach from the point of view of
direct load management, i.e. when the loads are controlled by the utility, but the work is also
highly relevant forindirect load management, i.e. when the loads are controlled by the customer
in response to e.g. price signals from the utility.

Our work emerges from recent advances in computer science, especially from the area ofMulti-
Agent Systems. On their turn, Multi-Agent Systems draw from various modern computer science
areas, in particular Artificial Intelligence and Object-Oriented Programming. With a Multi-Agent
System we refer to a collection of more or less independently acting and interacting software
modules, calledagents.

The key idea presented in this paper is to consider loads as interactive agents (‘HOMEBOTS’) in a
computationalsociety. On the basis of concepts from the theory of competitive economic exchange
markets, we can construct innovative working solutions to decentralized load management at the
customer’s premises. The paper first briefly reviews some needed essentials of market theory
(Section 2). Section 3 then shows how these concepts can be made applicable to load management,
and how they can be implemented in an information system. In Section 4, we present some of
our simulation results, demonstrating the feasibility of the HOMEBOTS concept. Section 5 gives a
concluding summary.

2 Computational Market Economies

Computational markets constitute a subfield of Multi-Agent Systems, which has its roots in
theories and observations on how economic goods and resources are allocated in competitive
market societies. This has inspired new ways to implement resource allocation schemes for
distributed computer systems. And, as we will show, it can also be exploited for the purpose of
load management.

2.1 Micro-Economic Theory

The basics of computational markets stem from micro-economic theory (see, e.g. [Varian, 1992]).
In a competitive market, the price of a resource is adjusted so that supply meets demand. The price
where supply meets demand is called equilibrium price. If the price goes below the equilibrium
price there will be more buyers of the resource than there are sellers and thus, the sellers can raise
the price, and, vice versa, if the price goes above the equilibrium price then there are more sellers
than there are buyers and the sellers must lower the price in order to get the resource sold. Thus,
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these kind of markets tend at achieving an equilibrium price. In analysis of markets, supply and
demand curves are often established. The demand curve tells what the demand for a resource is,
given a certain price, and similarly the supply curve indicates the supply given a certain price.
Demand curves may be derived from the so-called utility function, which basically is a preference
ordering, telling how much value a consumer attaches to obtaining a certain amount of resource.
Bid prices are closely linked to marginal utilities, i.e. the (first) derivative of the utility function.
Roughly, market equilibrium is achieved when the allocation of the resource has become such that
the bid prices converge to a shared equilibrium price (while meeting local and global constraints
concerning available budgets and resources). Computational markets mimick this process in the
form of a dynamic information system.

2.2 Designing Market Mechanisms

Establishing market equilibrium is a dynamic and iterative process of submitting bids, updating
prices and getting resource reallocation awards. There are many different ways how the various
elements of this process can be carried out. Thus, different designs of the way people are allowed
to perform business will strongly influence the behavior of individuals on the market.

In a traditional competitive market, when a supplier always sells all the products in store, s/he
may be tempted to raise the price. It is possible that if the price is raised by a small amount s/he
would still sell as much as before, but make more money. Thus, it is tempting to raise the price
to the highest price the market can bear, rather than reflecting the actual cost. One interesting
way to cause suppliers to construct their demand curves from actual costs is to use Vickrey’s
algorithm [Binmore, 1992], also known as the ‘best-win-get-second-price’ algorithm. The basic
idea is that a number of suppliers give their bids to a buyer. The supplier that offers the lowest bid
gets the contract, but gets paid according to the second lowest bid. This efficiently eliminates the
motivation for a supplier that gets a contract to raise the bid price, since this price does not effect
what s/he actually gets. For details see e.g. [Rosenschein and Zlotkin, 1994].

Another way to remove speculation is to let every person that has an amount of resource give a bid
telling how much a small amount of resource is worth for him/her. Thus, all actors on the market
act as both suppliers and buyers. Consequently, if the resource is worth more for one person than
for another, a specific amount will be sold from the second to the first person for a price somewhere
between the prices given by the persons. (How the amount to be traded is determined and how
the price is established is a design issue and this will be discussed further below.) Thus, a person
does not have any incentive to offer a share of the resource for a higher price than what it is worth
for him or her, as it might happen that s/he becomes forced to buy rather than to sell resource at
that price. In conclusion we see that the market mechanisms used highly impact the way agents
construct their bids.

2.3 Markets with Computational Agents

In the discussion so far the actors on the market have been referred to ashumans. This is however
a limited view of markets. The actors could just as well be computer software. In general we can
refer to every actor on the market as an agent, where agents can be both humans and computer
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software, normally referred to ascomputational agents. In markets involving people the ways
business is done are more or less unlimited. One could for example just visit a fairground and
observe the quite complex negotiation patterns that occur. In markets including computational
agents the rules of how business is performed are currently much more restricted. A market
including computational agents is referred to as acomputational market.

3 Computational Markets and Load Management

Computational markets have been suggested as a solution to complex resource allocation, schedul-
ing, and optimization problems (e.g. [Kurose and Simha, 1989; Lenting and Braspenning, 1993;
Gagliano et al, 1995]. In this section we sketch how direct load management can be modeled as a
computational market [Ygge and Akkermans, 1996].

3.1 Computational Market Architecture

Every controllable load in our system is represented by a load agent, called a HOMEBOT, whose
needs and preferences are modeled by a utility function (further explained in section 3.2 below),
describing how important it is for the agent to have a share of the resource (i.e. the electrical
power). The agents are grouped in correspondence to the inherent topology of electrical grid and
the communication system. This can for example be as in Figure 1.

utility
interface
agent

50kV

10kV

400V

Load Agents (Homebots)

Electrical
Grid

Loads

Figure 1: Agent society in the electrical grid.
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The role of the utility interface agents, as shown in Figure 1, is to provide the utility with an
interface to the load management system. The interface agents can be thought of as the utility’s
local salespersons. An interface agent can thus be directly manipulated by the utility in order to
make the system behave in a certain way. In other words, they embody the decentralized control
strategies of the energy utility. Interface agents might or might not at the same time serve as load
agents. Two examples of the strategic use of the utility interface agents are given in Section 4.
Note that although we have introduced a computational market, the relation between the utility
and the customers is regulated through contracts, and the purpose of the computational market is
to make the best possible use of these contracts.

3.2 Utility Functions

The utility function of the individual load agents is determined by a number of factors, e.g. load
model, current state of the load, user model, utility/customer contract and expected future prices.
Figure 2 shows two typical utility functions, one representing a water heater and one representing
an electrically heated house. In the case of the water heater the utility increases until the heater
is fully heated. For a heated house, on the other hand, the utility typically increases to a certain
point, when comfort is maximized for the user, and then gradually decreases.
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0
0.25
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0.75

1 consumer value (utility)

water heater

0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3
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0
0.25

0.5
0.75

1

amount of resource (kW)

electrically heated house

Figure 2: Some typical consumer value or utility curves in load management.

As explained previously, the utility function describes how important it is for an agent to have a
share of the resource. For an agent having a utility function of the type shown above we can see
that it is relatively important for an agent to have an additional share of the resource if it is holding
a low share of the resource and that the relative importance decreases as the agent gets a higher
share of the resource. This relative importance (formally known as the marginal utility or the first
derivative of the utility function with respect to the resource) is the price that the agent is willing
to pay for the resource. In other words, we can say that a specific agent is willing to pay more for
the resource when having a low share than when having a high share. The utility functions lie at
the basis of the supply and demand curves; at a given allocation one is able to calculate how much
each agent is willing to buy or sell as a function of the price. The summed amounts that agents
are willing to sell yield the supply curve, and, correspondingly, the sum total of the amounts that
agents are willing to buy constitutes the demand curve.
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3.3 Reallocation Mechanism

Once the utility functions of the individual agents are determined, a reallocation mechanism for
enabling the resource exchanges in the market has to be established. In this paper we will only
sketch the designof such a mechanism. Details, including mathematicaland computationalaspects
of trade-offs to be made concerning market strategies, are found in [Ygge and Akkermans, 1996].

The very basis for the reallocation mechanism is visualized in Figure 3. Suppose that we have a
market with two agents and an initial allocation where agent One has an initial allocation of 0.5
amounts of resource and agent Two has 3.5 amounts of resource. From the figure we see that
agent One is willing to pay more for the resource than agent Two and therefore resource will be
transferred from agent Two to agent One until they are both willing to pay the same price (have
the same marginal utility). This will occur when agent One has approximately 1.8 amounts of
resource and agent Two has 2.2 amounts. Thus 1.3 amounts are transferred from agent Two to
agent One, at an equilibrium price of about 0.165. It is not hard to show that this equilibrium price
yields the globally optimal allocation. Scaling up to more than two agents is straightforward. The
allocated resource is adjusted until all agents are at the same price point under the constraint of a
fixed total amount of resource (here, equal to 4.0).
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utility
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Figure 3: Reallocation of resources due to agent differences in marginal utility.

In our HOMEBOTS system, the reallocation is realized through anauction scheme, whereby each
agent sends information about the price it is willing to pay at the current allocation together with
the derivative of this price to an auctioneer. The auctioneer then sends back an updated resource
allocation to all load agents. The derivative is used in order to get a faster convergence (we
employ a distributed version of a Newton-type algorithm which has a quadratic convergence). For
discussions of pros and cons of various market algorithms, the reader is referred to [Kurose and
Simha, 1989] and [Ygge and Akkermans, 1996].
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3.4 Benefits of Computational Markets

What are the benefits of the above approach to load management compared to other approaches,
such as purely centralized approaches? There are several:

1. The market approach is able to handle decentralized situations with lacking information, in
contrast to the more conventional ‘central’ control engineering.

2. Modeling needs for a resource (here electrical power) in terms of economic utilities and
prices is a simple and natural approach, and provides a useful level of abstraction. The
reallocation task can be carried out with lower information and communication requirements.

3. For enabling two way communication with all loads they must be equipped with microcom-
puters. The computational market approach takes advantage of the inherent computational
power in the communication infrastructure.

4. The use of well encapsulated models, like process models and user models, enables modi-
fications to be kept local. When a new load is added or deleted, only a new agent enters or
leaves the system, and existing software does not have to be changed. Thus, our approach
also functions in ‘open’ agent societies.

4 Simulations

In this section we present simulation results demonstrating how utility interface agents can be
used to control the loads in the distribution system. Throughout the simulation, one iteration is
performed per time unit. We will show two different ways of using the interface agents. As the
utility can directly modify the interface agent there are basically two options available: (1) the
utility can change the amount of resource the interface agent possesses and (2) the utility can
change the utility function —and thereby bid price— of the interface agent. The results of these
two strategies are described in 4.1 and 4.2 respectively.

4.1 Reduction by a Cut in the Amount of Resource

In the first simulation we demonstrate a situation where the utility needs to reduce the total load,
R, in the system, due to shortage in production, overload in a bottleneck in the grid, or similar. In
this case the interface agent is designated to a load, say a water heater with a minimum load of
0kW and maximum load of 3kW. The utility can directly remove or add resource to this agent.
Here we demonstrate how a request for a reduction of 5.3kW is managed by the system.

In Figure 4 we see that from a given initial allocation, measured in kW of electric power, the
system rapidly relaxes into equilibrium (in two time units). Then at time six the utility requests
the reduction and simply sets the going resource value for the interface agent from approximately
1.3kW to -4kW. This results in a non-feasible allocation, since the lower limit of the interface
agent (0kW) is violated. First, the system regains a feasible allocation; after one time unit the
utility controlled load is above its lower bound (0kW), due to reduced allocation to other agents,
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Figure 4: A direct reduction of resource in a load management system.

and thus the 5.3kW (1.3 + 4) reduction is performed. After another three time units the system
is back in equilibrium. If the price of the resource directly corresponds to the real price of power
then we immediately can tell how much this load reduction costs. This is of course very useful
when evaluating the load management system.

4.2 Reduction by Changing the Price

As a second control strategy we demonstrate a similar system, but where the interface agent
is not a load agent. Here the utility attempts to influence the total energy consumption by not
controlling a specific resource, but by bidding a specific price by changing its utility function. It
then trusts the load management system to achieve a new equilibrium; here it is open how much
the customer loads will be reduced. For achieving this we have used a linear utility function for
the interface agent. What happens is that the interface agent will ‘buy back’ power, thus reducing
the consumption of the loads and decreasing production with the same amount, from all agents
having a lower marginal utility than the marginal utility of the interface agent.

In Figure 5 a simulation of a price change is shown. Again the agents are assigned given initial
amounts of resource. The interface agent (the top curve in the figure) starts with a marginal utility
(its bid price) of say 0.3. From the initial situation, equilibrium is reached in three time units.
Then the utility attempts to reduce consumption of the loads, by entering a new bid price for its
interface agent equal to say 0.4, at time seven. Two time units later the system is seen to be back
into equilibrium. From the amount of resource owned by the utility agent we see that by changing
the price, the amount of used resource in this part of the system was decreased by approximately
2.6kW (r(10) - r(4) = 4.1-1.5 = 2.6 for the utility agent).
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Figure 5: Changing the price of the resource.

4.3 Scaling Up

The two simulations shown above have been run with 10, 20, 50, 100, 500 and 1000 agents and
all results are as good, with respect to convergence, as the ones shown above. We note that in
a real-life application, the number of loads will typically be on the order of a few hundreds in a
secondary substation area. For getting back to equilibrium when the disturbance is introduced,
three to four and two iterations are needed in simulations 4.1 and 4.2 respectively. The result is
much more favorable than the worst-case theoretical result which indicates a linear scaling with
the number of agents. In the simulations we have only referred to time in terms of number of
iterations, but in field applications we have to deal with real time constraints. However, a realistic
value for reaching a new equilibrium, which depends on communication speed, computational
power in the network, and agent configuration, is estimated to be below 0.5s. This is an extremely
satisfactory figure, because it means that our market approach to power load management in real
situations is just a matter of seconds.

4.4 The HOMEBOTSSimulation Tool

The simulations presented in this paper were performed with a first version of the HOMEBOTS

simulation tool. A new version is currently being finalized for demonstration at the DA/DSM
exhibition 1996. In the new version of the tool a lot of interesting features are implemented. Among
other things it is possible to simulate the load management system using realistic communication
network models and it will be possible to determine actual times for e.g. convergence. It also
supports implementation of the different agents in any modern programming language supported
under Windows-95 through a modular Object Linking and Embedding (OLE) design of the tool.
There is also support for statistical analysis.
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As part of future work the simulation tool will be interconnected with real loads in the Ronneby
municipality, Sweden, for the purpose of field tests.

5 Conclusions

In this paper we introduced a computational market design for load management, so as to manage
the energy consumptionof customer equipmentsuch as boilers and heaters. Every device acts as an
agent in a computational market buying and selling energy. This is a decentralized way to reduce
unwanted peak loads. Market-oriented programming appears to be well suited for this kind of
applications, because the information required for optimization is inherently distributed, problem-
solving turns out to be simple and efficient and it enables loads to be added and deleted without
modifications of the existing system. We have described an operational simulation environment,
called the HOMEBOTSsystem. Simulation experiments carried out show that:

� The optimal allocation is achieved within a few bidding iterations.

� The system scales up nicely since the number of needed iterations is rather independent of
the number of agents, even if it is as high as one thousand.

� The utility can act as being just a party among many on the market, and still rely on
very simple tactics to successfully manage many loads: it suffices to either remove a certain
amount of resource or to change the bidding price, impersonated by a single utility-controlled
agent.

In sum, the computational market approach offers a highly innovative way of looking at customer-
oriented load management, introducing a new paradigm for decentralized control. It moreover
exemplifies how to exploit the opportunities provided by advanced information technology, com-
bining recent progress in telecommunication on the power grid, microprocessing, software engi-
neering, and Artificial Intelligence.
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